Abstract. We study the fractional maximal operator acting between Orlicz spaces. We characterise whether the operator is bounded between two given Orlicz spaces. Also a necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an optimal target and domain spaces are established and the explicit formulas of corresponding optimal Young functions are presented.
Introduction
Let n ∈ N and 0 < γ < n be fixed. The fractional maximal operator M γ is defined for any locally integrable function f in R n by
where the supremum is taken over all cubes Q containing x and having the sides parallel to the coordinate axes. Our first aim is to analyse the boundedness of M γ acting between Orlicz spaces. More specifically, given Orlicz spaces L A (R n ) and L B (R n ), we want to decide whether
We show that (1.1) is equivalent to one-dimensional inequalities involving only the Young functions A and B. Resulting inequality is then much more easier to verify. Such a simplification is often called reduction principle. Similar reductions in Orlicz spaces have already appeared in the literature for various types of operators, let us mention for instance the reduction principle for the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator [15] , fractional integrals and Riesz potential [4] , Sobolev and Poincaré inequalities [5] , Sobolev embeddings [3, 9] , Sobolev trace embeddings [6] or Korn type inequalities [7] . The reduction principle for fractional maximal operator under some restrictive assumptions can be found in [13] . Our general result is stated in Theorem 3.3.
The principal innovation of this paper however lays in the description of optimal Orlicz spaces in (1.1). More specifically, given L A (R n ), we seek for the smallest Orlicz space L B (R n ) such that (1.1) holds. By "smallest" we mean that if (1.1) holds with L B (R n ) replaced with another Orlicz space L B (R n ), then L B (R n ) → L B (R n ). Instead of smallest we also often say optimal.
Let us briefly look at the situation in the class of the Lebesgue spaces. It is well known that
, and this result is sharp within Lebesgue spaces. However, there is no Lebesgue space
The situation in the class of Orlicz spaces is much more subtle and not many results are available in the literature. The authors of [12] characterised the boundedness of M γ (they work with more general operator, in fact) on classical Lorentz spaces. In the cases when such spaces coincide with Orlicz spaces, we may recover the following result (see Section 2.2 for the definitions of the spaces involved).
, α 0 > 0, α ∞ < 0, however, it does not say anything about its sharpness. In Theorem 3.4, we give the complete characterization of the existence of the optimal Orlicz target and, in the affirmative case, we give its full description. It turns out that the spaces obtained in (1.2) are optimal in the cases when p > 1. If p = 1, then the target space L n n−γ (log L) nA n−γ −1 (R n ) is not the best possible Orlicz space and even more, the optimal Orlicz target does not exist in this case. This means that any Orlicz space
may be replaced by essentially smaller space, whence there is an "open" set of all the eligible Orlicz spaces. The details on this particular case are discussed in Example 3.5.
One can also ask the converse problem, i.e. when the target space L B (R n ) is given and we seek for the largest possible L A (R n ) rendering (1.1) true. Analogously, by "largest" we mean that if (1.1) holds with
. Again, we shorten this notion to the word "optimal" since no confusion with the above situation is likely to happen. The solution of this task is the subject of Theorem 3.7, where we give the complete description of optimal domains. If we return back to the example in (1.2), one gets that the Orlicz domain
is the optimal one in all three cases. See Example 3.8 for further details.
The paper is organized as follows. The main results are stated in Section 3 as well as examples of particular Orlicz spaces. In the Section 2 we collect necessary preliminary material and in Section 4 we prove the results. 
The Young conjugate A of A is given by
The function A is a Young function as well, and its Young conjugate is again A. One has that 
A(t) B(λt)
= ∞ for every λ ≥ 1.
Boyd indices. Given a Young function A, we define the function h
The lower and upper Boyd indices of A are then defined as
and
respectively. One has that 1 ≤ i A ≤ I A ≤ ∞. It can also be shown that
.
Further details on Boyd indices can be found for instance in [2] .
2.2. Orlicz spaces. Let n ∈ N. Denote by M(R n ) the space of real-valued Lebesgue measurable functions in R n . Given a Young function A, the Orlicz space
is a Banach space endowed with the Luxemburg norm defined as 
where f * is the nonincreasing rearrangement of f given by
The inclusion relations between Orlicz spaces can be characterized in terms of the notion of domination between Young functions. Let A and B be Young functions. Then The alternate notation A(L)(R n ) for the Orlicz space L A (R n ) will be adopted when convenient. In particular, if A(t) is equivalent to t p ℓ(t) α0 near zero and to t p ℓ(t) α∞ near infinity where ℓ(t) = 1 + | log t|, t > 0, and either p > 1 and α 0 , α ∞ ∈ R or p = 1 and α 0 ≤ 0 and
exp(t β∞ ) near infinity,
We have i A = I A = ∞ in this case. In some particular, rather rare, situations, we adopt the relation L ≃ R if L and R bound each other up to positive multiplicative constants independent of the quantities involved in L and R.
Main results
We start by introducing a crucial tool often named as a reduction principle. Such a principle translates the boundedness of the operator M γ acting between Orlicz spaces in R n to a much simpler one-dimensional inequality containing only the Young functions and the parameters n and γ. That enables us to simplify our analysis and helps us to understand the behaviour of the operator and the spaces involved.
At first, we need to introduce several constructions of Young functions. Their importance will then be resembled in the following theorem. Let A be a given Young function. Assume that
where 
Since A(t)/t is nondecreasing, A −1 (s)/s is nonincreasing and thus G n γ (t)/t is decreasing and G Here,
where (i) There exists a constant Moreover, the constants C 1 , C 2 , C 3 and C 4 depend on each other and on n and γ.
We would like to point out the philosophy behind the criteria (iii) and (iv) in our reduction principle. They look completely different at a first glance and they rely on auxiliary Young functions A n γ or B n γ respectively. In situations when both A and B are given, there is no significantly better choice of a condition to check. However, imagine that we have one A and a bunch of candidates B to choose from. Then the condition (iii) comes handy as we compute A n γ once and we check the inequality against every choice of B. The condition (iv) is then welcome in the reciprocal case.
It is no surprise that the Young functions A n γ and B n γ play the major role in the problem of establishing the corresponding optimal Orlicz spaces. Let us begin with the targets.
Theorem 3.4 [Optimal Orlicz target].
Let n ∈ N and 0 < γ < n. Suppose that A is a Young function satisfying (3.1) and set A n γ as in (3.2) . If 
In addition, if (3.1) is not satisfied, then there does not exist an Orlicz target space L
B (R n ) for which (1.1) holds.
Let us consider the nontrivial cases only, i.e. let us assume that (3.1) is satisfied. This implies that either 1
and the range spaces are optimal among all Orlicz spaces. If p 0 = 1 or p ∞ = 1, then every Young function B satisfying (1.1) can be essentially enlarged near zero or near infinity, respectively.
near infinity.
In order to ensure (3.1), assume that 1 ≤ p 0 < n γ . We have that A(t)t 
Example 3.8. Let 1 < q 0 , q ∞ ≤ ∞ and α 0 , α ∞ ∈ R. Suppose that B is a Young function such that
The condition (3.3) requires that either q 0 > n/(n − γ) or q 0 = n/(n − γ) and α 0 < −1. One can compute that
and L B n γ (R n ) is the optimal Orlicz space. The condition (3.3) forces that q 0 ≥ n/(n − γ). If q 0 > n/(n − γ) then i B > n/(n − γ) and B n γ satisfies the simplified relation (3.10) near zero. In the case when q 0 = n/(n − γ) then 
near zero.
Calculating the inverses, we get that
Let us also sketch the calculations near infinity. If g ∞ < n/(n − γ), then
log t log t near zero.
In conclusion, we have
q ∞ < n n−γ , near infinity and by Theorem 3.7,
in which L B n γ (R n ) is optimal within Orlicz spaces.
Concerning optimality, one may naturally ask the question if the relation "be optimal Orlicz space for someone" is symmetric. We will look closely what is meant by this now.
Let us start on the target side, so let us have some Young function B fixed. By Theorem 3.7, the optimal Orlicz domain always exists and is described by the Young function B We illustrate what is happening on a basic example. Assume that B(t) = t q near infinity and q > n n−γ (we will be ignoring the behaviour near zero for the sake of this paragraph, the careful reader may adapt the Young functions also near zero). From this example we may guess that the borderline lays somewhere around the space L n n−γ . Indeed, the proper classification of this phenomenon relies on the Boyd index of B as the following theorem shows. 11) i B > n n − γ .
Then the Young function B n γ from (3.4) satisfies (3.10) and
where both domain and target spaces are optimal among all Orlicz spaces.
optimal Orlicz domain and no optimal Orlicz range exists in (3.12).
In this iteration scheme, we may also assume that A is given and we try to make one step further and then one step back, or more precisely, we can compute A n γ , then set B = A n γ and then analyze the relation of B n γ and A. The main difference between this case and the previous one is that even the success after first step is not guaranteed any more. So one has to restrict his attention to the positive cases only. Let us look at similar trivial example.
Assume that A(t) = t p0 near zero and A(t) = t p∞ near infinity, where 1 < p 0 < To state the result in its full generality, we need to introduce a way how to define the improved Young function to A.
Let A be a Young function satisfying (3.1) and let A sup be given by
where G sup is defined by
Using similar arguments as in Remark 3.1, one can easily observe that G sup is increasing and A sup is well-defined Young function equivalent to G −1
sup . The spirit of this improvement lays in the observation that any domain A can be always replaced by A sup . This is the essence of the next theorem. 
Moreover, if
and both domain and target spaces are optimal in the class of Orlicz spaces.
no optimal Orlicz target exists.
At the end of this section, we present special cases of the reduction principle for the spaces L 1 and L ∞ .
Corollary 3.12 [Endpoint embeddings].
Let n ∈ N and 0 < γ < n and suppose that A and B are Young functions. Then the following statements hold true:
if and only if there is a constant C > 0 such that
A(t) ≥ Ct n γ for t > 0; (ii) M γ : L 1 (R n ) → L B (R n ) if and only if ∞ 0 B(s) s n/(n−γ)+1 ds < ∞.
Proofs
We start with an auxiliary reduction principle for fractional maximal operator. Note that the result remains valid also if we replace Orlicz spaces by any so-called rearrangement-invariant function spaces. For further details on this general setting we refer to [11] .
Proposition 4.1. Let n ∈ N, 0 < γ < n and let A and B be Young functions. The following statements are equivalent:
(ii) There is a constant C 2 > 0 such that
Moreover, the constants C 1 and C 2 depend on each other, on n and γ.
Proof. Assume (ii). By [8, Theorem 1.1], there is a constant c 1 > 0, depending only on n and γ, such that
and for every f ∈ L 1 loc (R n ). Here, f * * is the function defined by
The supremum may be dropped paying another constant c 2 = c 2 (n, γ), thanks to [14, Theorem 3.9] . Hence 
where c 3 = c 3 (n, γ) is a positive constant independent of f . We have
, hence (ii) holds for every nonincreasing function ϕ with C 2 = C 1 /c 3 . The inequality (ii) for any function then follows by Hardy's lemma.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We begin with the preliminary statement, equivalent to (i). Recall the Hardy operator H γ n , defined by
for f ∈ M(0, ∞) and its dual, H is bounded from
with the operator norm comparable to C 1 . Hence, by the duality, (i) is equivalent to the following statement. 
We claim that
for all f ∈ L AN (R n ) with the constant C 2 independent of N . Indeed, as one can readily check by the change of variables, (iii) holds with A and B replaced by A N and B N respectively with the same constant C 3 . The claim follows by the already proven equivalence of (i) and (iii). Now, let f ∈ L A (R n ). If R n A(|f |) = ∞, then there is nothing to prove. Oth-
and (ii) follows by the definition of B N . The converse implication (ii)⇒(i) is trivial.
Proof
3) holds and, by (3.4), B n γ is equivalent to t n γ on [0, ∞). By Theorem 3.3 (the equivalence of (i) and (iv)), we have (i).
(ii) Let us set
Clearly, A satisfies (3.1) and, by (3.2), A n γ (t) is equivalent to t n n−γ on [0, ∞). Thus (ii) follows by Theorem 3.3, the equivalence of (i) and (iii). Proof of Theorem 3.7. Assume that B satisfies (3.3). Then B n γ is well-defined and (3.9) holds by Theorem 3.3. To observe the optimality, assume that L A (R n ) satisfies (1.1). Then, again due to Theorem 3. 
Proof. Let D and B be the Young functions from the statement. Fix t ∈ (0, 1) and define the set G t by G t = s ∈ (0, 1) :
We claim that B(s)/s is a nondecreasing mapping from (0, 1) onto some neighbourhood of zero, and hence the sets G t are nonempty for every t ∈ (0, 1). Indeed, if lim s→0+ B(s)/s > 0, then B(s) ≥ cs on (0, 1) for some c > 0 and thus
which contradicts (4.6).
Let us define τ = τ t = sup G t . Observe that, by the continuity of Young functions,
Also,
for every K ≥ 1. Indeed, suppose that there is some K ≥ 1 for which (4.9) is violated. We then have some L > 0 such that 
which contradicts (4.5) and therefore (4.9) holds true.
Next, by(4.9), we can take a decreasing sequence t k ∈ (0, 1), k ∈ N, such that
where we set τ k = τ t k . Without loss of generality we may assume that 2t k < τ k for every k ∈ N. For contradiction, suppose that there exists a subsequence {k j } such that τ kj ≤ 2t kj . Then, since B(s)/s does not increase and thanks to (2.1),
which is impossible due to (4.10). We may also require that t k+1 is chosen in a way that 2t k+1 ≤ τ k+1 < t k , which is ensured if τ t → 0 as t → 0. To observe that, by (4.8), we need to have lim t→0+ D(t)/t = 0 which is however guaranteed by the stronger condition (4.4). Furthermore, from (4.4) take t k+1 small enough so that
We now define a function B 1 by the formula
Obviously, B 1 is a well-defined Young function and B 1 ≥ B. Moreover, for k ∈ N, 2B(t k ) ≤ B(τ k ) by (2.1) and therefore
and the latter tends to infinity as k → ∞ by (4.10). Consequently lim sup t→0+ B 1 (t) B(λt) = ∞ for every λ ≥ 1 and B 1 essentially dominates B. It remains to show that B 1 fulfills (4.7). Let t ∈ (0, 1) be fixed and let j ∈ N be such that t ∈ [t j , t j+1 ). Then we have (4.12)
By the assumption, the former integral is dominated by the right hand side of (4.6). Let us follow with estimates of the latter sum. Thanks to 2t k < τ k and (4.8),
and since n/(n − γ) > 1, we have (4.14)
which gives (4.5) and also
which is (4.6). Lemma 4.3 gives us a Young function B 1 essentially dominating B such that
Then we have (4.18) as a special case.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let A be a Young function satisfying (3.1) and assume (3.6) . By [9, Proposition 4.1], (3.6) is equivalent to the inequality
for some constant C > 0. Theorem 3.3 then guarantees (3.7).
Let us prove the optimality. Suppose that L B (R n ) satisfies (1.1). Then, by Theorem 3.3, there is a constant C > 0 such that
Suppose that A satisfies (3.1) and (3.6) fails. Then, by [9, Proposition 4.1], the inequality (4.19) is violated for every C > 0. Note that in this case is L
is finite-valued. The failure of (4.19) occurs under one of these two conditions, namely
s n/(n−γ)+1 ds = ∞ for every C > 0.
Assume that B is a Young function such that (1.1) holds, i.e., by Theorem 3.3, the inequality (4.20) holds for some C > 0. In both cases, we will show that there is a
or equivalently, by Theorem 3.3, Let us now work "near zero". We again distinguish two cases, when A n γ (t)/t n/(n−γ)
is equivalent to a constant function on (0, 1) and when (4.28) lim 
